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“Hitch your wagon to a star.”  --Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 

 

 

 

“A big vision raises big money.  Dream big.”  -- Dan Hotchkiss 
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TO:  Follen leadership including Parish Council, Parish Board, Interim Ministers 

FROM: Follen Rethink Team  

DATE:  September 2, 2012 

 

 

Process and Participants in Rethink, Spring 2012 

“Rethink” was  a ten week effort to take a fresh look at Follen stewardship during the spring of 

2012.   

 

From April 11, 2012 to June 13, 2012, over a dozen members of Follen’s community met for five 

evenings to discuss Follen’s current approach to stewardship, to learn from other approaches to 

stewardship and to consider changes to our annual drive.   

 

Between the five meetings, we read books on stewardship, met with development experts and 

reviewed historical data on giving at Follen. 

 

The ReThink participants included Mark Metzger, Maggie Pax, Sally Cassells, Hill Snellings, Lydia 

Swan, Marlene Stone, Nancy Sofen, Laura Maltby, Brian Cali, Alice Dunn, Brad Howe,  Meg 

Muckenhoupt, Herman Marshall, Bob Halliday, Bruce Tidor, Tricia Brennan and Cricket Potter. 

 

Books we read:  

 

Beyond Fundraising by Wayne Clark (UUA Director of Stewardship Services) 

Ministry and Money by Dan Hotchkiss (UU stewardship consultant) 

Not Your Parents’ Offering Plate by J. Clif Christopher (influential author on congregational 

stewardship, primarily non-UU) 

Whose Offering Plate Is It? By J. Clif Christopher 

 

Experts we consulted:  

 

Jennifer Craig, former head of development for United Church of Christ (Ohio HQ); current vice 

president of development for Andover-Newton Theological School 

 

Lynn Susman, President of the Children’s Hospital Trust and Chief Development Officer at  

Children’s Hospital, Boston  

 

Dan Hotchkiss, Senior Consultant with the Alban Institute, an independent, non-profit 

organization offering research, education and consulting to congregations.  Dan was also formerly 

with the Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA) as director of  ministerial settlement and served 

as minister of Unitarian Universalist churches in New Haven, CT and Boca Raton, FL. 
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Scope and Questions 

We started our sessions with an open agenda about stewardship.  To the discussion, we brought 

our individual experiences at Follen and elsewhere, as well as the collective insights of experts -- in 

person and from books on the topic of stewardship. 

 

During our evenings together the ReThink group addressed the following areas: 

 

1. Sustaining our Mission: Follen’s annual pledging has been effectively flat for  the last five 

year.  With pledge growth  stagnating, can we achieve our collective goals? 

 

2. Changing the culture of money:  Follenites (and some other UU congregations) are loath 

to talk about money, and this impedes progress on financial goals.  What can we do to make 

this more a part of the normal discourse at Follen and to properly honor and celebrate the 

financial contributions that Follenites make? 

 

3. Specific Dollar Ask: The solicitation method of asking pledges to give without stating a 

specific dollar amount has proven less effective than asking pledges to consider a specific 

dollar target.  Should we use this method to re-invigorate pledge growth year over year? 

 

4. Skew: A substantial percentage of Follen’s pledges comes from a small percentage of 

Follenites.  What, if anything, should we do about this “skew” and the related dependency 

on a small percentage of donors? 

 

5. Integration with Leadership:  The stewardship process has operated in parallel with other 

church leaders and leadership bodies, with direct input only from the president and vice-

president.  Should we follow the advice of consultants and integrate the broader church 

leadership into the stewardship visioning process?   

 

6. Capital Campaign and Planned Giving Activation: According to the expert consultants, 

our community can support higher levels of capital campaign contributions and planned 

giving.  What changes, if any, should we make to these aspects of our stewardship program? 

 

7. Re-Invigoration: Follen has used the same Visiting Steward pledge format for the last five 

years.  Is it time to try something different?   
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Sustaining  our Mission.   

We must grow our pledging more vigorously to support our commitments and goals. 

 

Follen’s spiritual community is strong, and vital; we are committed to our mission and goals.  

Follen’s financial vitality is not as strong, and we believe we must identify how to secure the 

financial future of Follen so that we may continue to flourish and succeed in our mission and vision. 

 

Over the last 5 years, Follen’s net pledge totals have grown by only 1.9%, and the average annual 

pledge has been essentially flat, even though 2013 was a strong year.  Average annual pledges 

actually dropped in 2010 and 2012. Clearly the economic recession has had an impact on giving to 

Follen, but pledge totals have not even kept pace with inflation during this period.1  

Note: CAGR = compound annual growth (or a smooth annual growth rate for a specific time period)  

 

At Follen, we also need increased security that our income is reliable.  We tend to rely too strongly 

on the continued success of fundraisers like East Village Fair and Christmas Trees as well as and on 

                                                           
1
 Flat giving would typically necessitate a flat budget year over year.  However, Follen made a decision to use 

funds from the cumulative surplus and from other surplus funds on the balance sheet to bridge this gap.  
There was also a FY2012 contribution of $20,000 from the endowments, all of which allowed us to  sustain an 
average of 2.7% budget increases FY09-FY13.     
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rents from Nextel, (and other) for year-to-year funding.  As the recent pullout of Nextel has proven, 

these streams of income are uncertain.   

 

The general culture has also changed in ways that make it harder for people to volunteer as much 

as they used to.  While it's important to keep volunteer opportunities as a way to engage people and 

foster commitment, it's not reasonable to expect volunteers to do as much of the day-to-day work of 

the church as they did as recently as 10-15 years ago.  Many Follenites now juggle family, jobs and 

care for elderly; fewer people have the opportunity to devote time to volunteering efforts than in 

previous times.  We need robust pledging to keep up with the need for more staff hours, contracting 

out more services, child care requirements for church functions and other basic operational 

demands.  

 

* * * 

At Follen, we do have evidence that a 

compelling “ask” increases giving. Share-the-

Plate giving has been very strong with weekly 

plate amounts running five or ten times the 

collection on other Sundays. The spring of 

2012 “second ask” was also very successful, 

raising over $25K from nearly 90 Follenites in 

a matter of weeks. 

 

As Follenites it is clear that we are prepared 

to support the health of our church and the 

needs of the greater community when asked 

to do so in a compelling way. 

 

 

Changing the Culture of Money 

We should increase open discussion of the role of money in our church and in our lives -- to yield both 

financial and spiritual benefits to Follen. 

 

Like some other UU congregations,  Follenites tends to avoid discussions of money or the role of 

financial support in the life of the church.  We believe Follen has carried this aversion to a point 

where it is difficult to engage the community in energetic discussions of the annual fund drive and 

the financial needs of the church. 

 

Addressing this general mindset will require a series of changes, some subtle, some less subtle.  

Following are the ideas the Re-Think committee supported: 

 

 Active and visible involvement from the minister in Stewardship, beginning with the 

development of the vision (and case for giving) and including major events throughout the 
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year.  This involvement would include a sermon once or twice a year about the spiritual 

aspects of giving, and it may also include meetings with major donors.   

 Regular communication about church finance and stewardship in the newsletter and the 

Friday Updates throughout the year, rather than just in the January - February drive period. 

 Publicizing the commitments of leadership in some form (without specific dollar amounts). 

 Presentation of the Sunday collection at every week’s service by bringing it forward at the 

end of the collection to be received with thanks from the pulpit.   

 Listing pledgers (without amounts) as pledges are made during the fund drive – in the 

Order of Service or elsewhere. 

 Reports on the Share the Plate collections, individually and cumulatively.  In its first year of 

implementation, Share the Plate raised $17,226, more than quadrupling Follen’s financial 

support for Social Justice programs.  This is part of our greater Follen stewardship and 

should be acknowledge as such. 

 

 

Specific Dollar Ask 

We should ask pledges to consider specific dollar amounts because it is a more effective approach. 

 

For the last five years, Follen has used a “open ask” pledge solicitation approach whereby stewards 

did not know the giving history of a pledge unit and did not ask for a pledge of a specific amount.  

Pledging from this approach delivered many benefits in inclusivity and steward participation, but it 

resulted in less growth in giving than in previous years when a specific dollar amount was 

requested. 

 

The table below summarizes the results using different solicitation methods over five year 

intervals. 

 

 2003 - 2007 2008-2013 
Style of Pledge 

Solicitation 
Steward asks for specific dollar pledge Steward doesn’t ask for specific dollar 

pledge 
Growth in Net Annual 

Pledges 
6.2% 1.9% 

Growth in Average 
Annual Pledge 

8.2% 0.2% 

5-year Average Annual 
Inflation Rate 

4.0% 2.2% 

 

The last 5 years of pledging (except 2013) were particularly weak for Follen even when compared 

to overall inflation.  We believe this is due, at least in large part, to a change in the approach to 

pledge solicitation. 

 

We believe Follen must grow our pledging at higher rates to support our financial health, our 

internal and external missions and to attract and retain strong and committed staff members.   
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Based on Follen’s previous experience, consultation with experts, review of books on the topic, and 

wide-ranging discussion, we conclude that Follen should implement a “dollar specific ask” for our 

next cycles of annual giving campaigning. 

 

It may not make sense to use a targeted ‘ask’ for every Follenite.  But the consultant recommended 

that the middle tier of givers and the large donors be asked to consider pledging specific amounts 

each year. 

 

Note on “open ask” solicitation:  We want to emphasize that the non-specific ask approach to 

solicitation has served a number of useful purposes over the last five years.  Among the benefits we 

have gained from this approach are:  broader participation from the community in the stewardship 

effort  (visiting stewards), the encouragement of deeper discussions on the meaning of Follen in our 

lives (appreciative inquiry) and contact, often in person, among a wide range of Follenites.  In 

addition, this approach has provided variety from the previous methods -- something most 

stewardship experts recommend as a way to keep stewardship fresh. 

 

However, for Follen to grow our pledging at higher rates to sustain our community’s financial 

health and support our internal and external missions, we conclude that we should return to our 

prior methodology which had a successful track record of growing our pledges. 

 

SKEW 

Reliance on large pledges from a small number of donors is considered a healthy norm. 

 

Skew refers to an uneven distribution in giving, in particular to a small number of donors providing 

pledges that supply the bulk of the financial contributions.     

 

At Follen, 25% of the pledges typically come from only 11 pledge units.  When the ReThink group 

noticed this phenomenon, we were concerned that it could signal an over-reliance on a few large 

donors. 

 

In spite of our initial concern about the “skew” in pledging, we now conclude that the current 

degree of skew at Follen is a healthy norm. 

 

The quartile chart to the right shows 

that approximately 5% of the 

pledgers at Follen contribute 25% of 

the overall money raised.   

And 20% of Follenites contribute 50% 

of the annual drive dollars.   

 

This means that a small number of 

pledgers provide most of the 

financial support on which Follen 
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relies from year to year. This “skew” in giving has been a consistent trend for the past decade. 

The ReThink group solicited opinions on “skew” from stewardship and development experts.   

 

Skew, we learned from our reading and expert consultants,  is normal and healthy.  All of these 

experts said that most of annual pledge monies come from a small number of donors at healthy 

non-profit organizations.  They view this as the norm and even as an indicator of the robustness of 

the donor pool.  Skew reflects the distribution of economic resources in a community and in the 

broader world. 

 

The consultants all encouraged us to “embrace” skew through a special focus on: (a) maintaining 

and strengthening our relationship with large donors while (b) using the example of our large 

donors to inspire, cultivate, and develop more large donors from among the donor pool. 

 

One of the specific ways we want to “embrace” skew include adding back a large donor pledging 

event before the full start of the annual drive.  At this event donors who have previously pledged a 

specific dollar amount (e.g. $4000) and those who tithe or participate in Fair Share Giving (self-

reported) will be invited to hear the vision for Follen and to make their pledging commitments, in 

private.  This ‘quiet period’ of the drive will provide a significant head start on the full drive and will 

encourage those who are able to consider larger pledges.  This event will be advertised as open to 

all those who intend to meet these criteria in the upcoming pledge year. 

 

Dan Hotchkiss and the other experts encouraged us to be open about this large donor pledging 

event and to also look for ways to recognize significant donors at Follen -- as we recognize those 

who contribute numerous hours as volunteer time at Follen. 

 

Leadership Integration 

Church leadership should collaborate to set the vision for stewardship and for the annual drive. 

 

From our research and consultation with experts we learned that the success of church fundraising 

is largely driven by actively creating a compelling mission and vision, including stories about how 

that mission and vision make the lives of individual people better.  Dan Hotchkiss reminded us that 

we are about “changing lives”, and we have substantial evidence of this in our youth and adult 

testimonials each year. 

 

We believe that Follen’s vision should be set in the fall by the leadership bodies of the church in 

consultation with the Stewardship team.  This is in contrast to our current method of having 

Stewardship set an annual theme for the pledge 

drive in the December timeframe. 

 

Follen’s vision should include a specific “dream” that 

stewardship will support through the annual drive.  

For example, the vision may be one as broad as 

“Keeping Follen strong for a new era of ministry.”   
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Dan Hotchkiss encouraged us to be ambitious in our giving goals and share that vision in effective 

and compelling ways throughout the year, not just during stewardship drive season. 

 

Ideally, our minister would lead us in the process of learning to view monetary pledging as an 

important part of our spiritual journey and commitment.  Visiting speakers, directed readings or 

community discussions may also provide inspiration along those lines.   

 

The consultants encouraged us to publicly discuss our progress towards our financial goals because 

the achievement of financial goals is tightly connected to the vision we set for Follen. 

 

We were also advised that the church leadership should set their own pledges in advance of the 

campaign by identifying some formula or commitment target.  For example, the leadership may 

commit to giving a percent of net income in one year or over several years.  This leadership 

commitment will set the tone for the stewardship campaign and provide a challenge for the rest of 

the congregation to step up to the plate to fill the plate.   

 

Finally, a draft budget and target “raise” from the annual drive should be established in the fall.  

This is in contrast to the previous method of raising money without a specific target tied to the 

forecast budget.     

 

 

Capital Campaign and Planned Giving Activation 

We should actively consider periodic capital campaigns,  and we should revive planned giving efforts. 

 

Our consultant, Dan Hotchkiss, reviewed Follen’s overall giving levels, giving history and the 

distribution of our pledging. His comments and those of our other experts, signaled that we 

reasonably could expect materially increased levels of capital campaign and planned giving 

stewardship.   

 

Follen’s last capital campaign was in 2001-02, and it raised more 

than $550,000 in donations.  The campaign financed renovations to 

the Community Center, kitchen, classrooms, and offices and the 

conversion of the Marshman Center from rental housing to meeting 

and classroom space.  It also retired the mortgage that was taken as 

part of the previous capital campaign.  The 2009 renovation of the 

sanctuary was partially financed by this campaign, along with 

contributions specifically solicited for that project.  

 

The previous campaign, in 1986-87, raised $336,000 in donations 

and a $185,000 mortgage was taken out.  That campaign made 

possible the addition of the second-floor meeting rooms and offices 

over the community center.  Construction was carried out from 

1987 to 1989.  
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According to our research, Follen could reasonably target raising 2 to 3 times our annual 

fundraising for capital campaigns, and such campaigns may be conducted  as often as every five to 

eight years.  The key driver of success, according to Dan Hotchkiss, is a big dream and a compelling 

vision.  He challenged Follen to be bold in its vision and goals, and he emphasized that in his 

experience such boldness was well rewarded. 

 

We recommend that capital campaigns be considered in the next long-term plan at Follen. 

 

Regarding Planned Giving, our research shows that the Legacy Society, which was established in 

2004 has been relatively inactive in recent years without significant outreach efforts except for a  

presentation at the annual meeting. The number of Follenites who have included Follen in their 

wills (and became members of the Society) is more than 30, but the number has not increased in 

recent years.  The UUA and the experts we consulted recommend a much more active program as 

part of the overall stewardship effort.   

 

We recommend that the Legacy Society  be placed under the aegis of Stewardship, with the goal of 

revitalizing its outreach efforts, resuming the annual dinner for current participants, reaching out 

to top Follen donors and developing an informational brochure, at a minimum. 

 

As we plan changes to the stewardship process for 2012-2013, the capital campaign and the revival 

of planned giving efforts are both outside the scope of this year’s efforts.   

 

 

 

 

Next Steps 

 

To share our findings and engage the broader Follen community in the stewardship “ReThink” 

process, we have three immediate areas of action. 

 

1. Follen leadership meeting with Dan Hotchkiss (open to all of Follen) on September 22nd  at 

the Waldorf School.  Members of Parish Council, the Parish Board, the Interim Ministers  

and the Rethink group are strongly encouraged to attend.  At this meeting we hope to gain 

agreement on key initiatives, events and the drive calendar  

 

2. Recruitment of key people to the FY2013 stewardship committee including a 

Communications Chair (or two co-chairs), an Events Chair, a Worship Chair and a “Data” 

Chair, August/September.  Recruiting and Training Chairs are in place. 

 

3. Development of a vision for giving at Follen for 2012-2013 annual drive, October. 
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Summary of Recommendations from ReThink  

 

The ReThink meetings and discussions were a very rewarding and engaging process at Follen.   

 

The input of the experts and consultants was remarkable in changing our perspectives on what is 

‘normal’ in stewardship.  The books we read gave us a vision of how Follen can robustly embrace a 

vibrant stewardship program.  We also felt that we arrived a near-complete consensus on our 

findings and recommendations.   

In line with this report’s findings, a proposed calendar of activities, with detail, is included below.  

We believe this type of effort will allow Follen to embrace a new stewardship approach that: 

 

 Grows the rate of pledge increases at a stronger rate 

 Improves our culture around money 

 Incorporates a specific dollar ask in solicitation 

 Honors our economic diversity and leverages our skew with an appropriate attention to 

large donors 

 Integrates church leadership in vision setting and community stewardship inspiration 

 Re-invigorates our approach to stewardship.  

 

With many thanks for your attention,  

 

The Stewardship ReThink group   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Report photo credits:  Jim Fesler http://jimfesler.smugmug.com/  

http://jimfesler.smugmug.com/
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Proposed New Annual Stewardship Calendar  

Below is the proposed stewardship calendar for 2012-2013.  New activities are underlined. 

 

Type Activity People  Timing 

Leadership & 
volunteer 
recruitment 

Recruit key people for Stewardship Cmte:  Worship Chair, 

Communications Chair, Event Chair, Data Chair, Training 

Chair and Recruiting Chair 

Stewardship chair (M. Pax) 

Note, this is in process, but 

is not complete 

Summer 

Vision Create vision & compelling case for giving.  Set a dollar 

target for this year’s drive. 

Program Council, Parish 

Board, Minister, 

Stew Cmte, FHRAT 

Sept, Oct 

Leadership Pledge Lay leadership makes its pledge commitment (including 

minister) 

Program Council, Parish 

Board, Minister, 

Stew Cmte 

Ideally Oct 

Planning Assign pledge units to groups (lay leadership, large donor, 

step-up pledger, etc) 

Stew chair, Stew Data Chair, 

selected advisors, Minister 

Oct 

Financial Planning Preliminary report from FHRAT on budget outlook fiscal 
year based HR inputs and other factors.   

FHRAT November 

Communication Begin communicating the vision and the basic case for 

giving through the NL, Friday Updates, etc. 

Stew Communications Chair Nov - Feb 

Vision/Social Organize and execute on Large Donor event ~20 pledge 

units 

Stew Events Chair 

Speaker TBD 

Early Nov 

Social/Communic
ation of vision 

All congregation social event (Fellowship dinner).  

Vision/case communication. 

Social Events, Stew Events 

Chair. Stew Chair speak 

Plan Nov/Dec 
Hold event early Jan 

Vision/Social/Com
munication 

Stewardship Sunday  

 Inspirational speaker – Minister or visiting preacher. 

 Communicate leadership, large donor pledging 

during service 

 Institute presentation of the gifts at services. 

Stew Worship Chair Plan Nov/Dec 
Event early Jan 

Communication Create a “missional budget” showing how funds are spent 

by Follen’s missions, rather than by budget categories  

TBD Nov. 

Communication Brochure mailing, Follen Friday Update inclusion on 

vision, case and leadership commitment 

Stew Communications Chair Create brochure Nov, 
execute Dec 

Communication Follen Friday Update on progress and reprint testimonial 

highlights. 

Stew Communications Chair  

Training/Vision 

and Case 

Recruit and train visiting stewards on specific, targeted 

ask for Step Up pledgers 

Stew Recruiting Chair (M. 

Stone) and Stew Training 

Chair (B. Cali) 

Recruit & plan event Nov,   
Training event late 
Dec/early Jan 

Pledging Visits Visiting stewards visit ~30 pledge units with specific Step 

Up ask 

Stewardship Recruiting 

Chair (M.Stone) 

Early January 

Pledging Calls or 

Service 

Pledge Sunday & Testimonial from Step Up pledger Stewardship Worship Chair   Plan Dec & Jan 
Event mid-Jan 

Communicate Follen Friday Update – communicate progress to date Stew Communications Chair  

Pledging Calls Clean up phoning to get final pledges Stew Recruiting Chair (M. 

Stone) 

Recruit Dec, Jan. Make 
calls late Jan to mid-Feb 

Retrospective Stewardship team debrief on process with Lay Leadership Stew Chair & Cmte March 

Report Write up report for Annual Report Stew Chair & Data Chair April 

Social Success event Social Events, oversight of 

Stew Events Chair 

May 

 


